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Jenna Umbriac, Director of Nutrition Services,  
Manna Food Center, crowned Top Dog at the 
Silver Spring Cook Off

Teresa Johnson, Kitchen Coordinator, Family 
Services, Inc. knows how to make a mean 
peach cobbler.

Cheryl Kollin, Program 
Director, Community 
Food Rescue, can’t stop 
talking about food 
recovery 

Introductions!
 

 

Presenters 
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• Importance of Food Safety

• Keeping Food Safe At Home  

• Community Food Rescue

• CFR Safe Food Handling Guidelines 

Agenda
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Why is food safety important? 

• CDC estimates that each year roughly 48 million people get 
sick, 128,000 are hospitalized, and 3,000 die of foodborne 
diseases.

 

 

We don’t want to cause undue fear of food, but it is important to know that what we eat, if not 
handled properly, can make us sick.  Sometimes its mild but other times it can be serious.  
Especially those of us who are volunteering or working in places where the public trusts us to 
provide food that is safe, it is our obligation to appreciate that this danger exists and to do what 
we can to mitigate the risk.  
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• Poor Hygiene 

• Cross Contamination

• Improper Time and Temperature Control

COOK AND CHILL

How can food become unsafe?

CLEAN
5

SEPARATE

Food Safety Practices 

 

 

Pathogens – bacteria, virus, etc. that can cause illness.   
 
Prevent transfer of pathogens to the food from surface of a person’s body.  Cleaning/sanitizing 
and keeping the food from coming into contact with something that is contaminated.  
 
Prevent growth of pathogens by cooking, serving, storing, at proper temperatures.  
 
Foodborne illness is almost always preventable as long as you follow the steps we’re going to 
talk about now.  
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CLEAN
Wash hands before during and after food prep. 

Re-wash after: 

• sneezing, coughing or blowing nose, touching 
face and/ or touching anything that may be 
contaminated

• Note: hand sanitizers DO NOT replace hand 
washing. 

Wash fresh fruits and vegetables. 

Wash any surfaces that will come in contact with food 
before and after preparing each food. 

 

 

Washing hands is the most important part of personal hygiene. I don’t know about you but I 
normally use my hands more than any other tool in the kitchen and so there are lots of 
opportunities for the transfer of pathogens if my hands aren’t clean.   Gloves can be helpful if 
working with ready-to-eat foods but hands must be washed before putting on gloves and gloves 
must be changed when transitioning to a new task.  
 
Local celebrity Chef Tony demonstrates how to properly wash your hands on the CFR website.  
 
Do not wash fresh poultry/meat you won’t make it safer and risk contaminated sinks and 
countertops. 
 
Speaking of countertops, those should also be washed before or after coming in contact with 
food.   
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SEPARATE: Don’t Cross-Contaminate 

• Separate raw meat, poultry and 
seafood from other foods from 
grocery to plate

• Use different cutting boards or 
wash boards during prep.

• Place cooked food on a clean 
plate.

7

 

 

Keep raw meat juices away from other foods.  
 
Best to use different cutting boards (color coded) but you can also just thoroughly wash 
between steps.  
 
Once you’ve cooked your meat, seafood, etc. don’t put it back on the plate you had the raw 
food on.  Grilling… 
 
Cross-contamination also addresses the need to keep potential allergens away from other 
foods.  We’ll talk more about that later.  
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COOK 

Use a food 
thermometer to 
make sure foods 
are cooked to the 

proper 
temperature to kill 
potentially harmful 

bacteria. 

 

 

Bacteria grows best between the temps of 40 and 140 so it’s important to cook foods to a 
proper temperature to kill potentially harmful bacteria.  
 
Depending on the type of food and the risk, there are different temperatures.   
 
How do you know when a food has reached that temperature??  Use a thermometer.  It’s the 
only reliable way to know.  Juices running clear or no more pink or red is not the most risk-free 
way to assess the done-ness of these foods.  
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CHILL

• Refrigerate or freeze within 2 hours 

• Break down large quantities so they chill faster.

• Check fridge/freezer temperature regularly.

THAW

There are 3 safe ways to thaw:
• Refrigerator 
• Cold water 
• Microwave 

 

 

After cooking to the proper temperature you want to consume the food shortly after or chill it 
to retard the growth of bacteria.  Refrigeration will slow this process down while freezing is like 
pressing the pause button.   
 
Make sure to refrigerate or freeze what you don’t eat within 2 hours (newer guidelines say 4).  
Taking that big pot of soup and transferring it into smaller shallow containers will encourage 
faster cooling.  
 
Many people think that putting hot foods in the refrigerator is harmful to the fridge but it is not.  
Check your fridge/freezer temperature regularly using an appliance thermometer and you’ll be 
fine. 
 
After taking the food out of the freezer, you’ll want to thaw before cooking.  You can cook from 
frozen but be prepared for the process to take up to 50% longer.  Do not thaw food at room 
temperature but use one of the three safe methods: 
 
 - In the refrigerator, be prepared to wait about 24 hours for smaller items (under 5 lb)  
- Faster method is to submerge the frozen item in cold water and change the cold water every 

30 min or so  
- In a pinch, you can thaw in the microwave. Set your microwave to the "defrost" or "50 

percent power" setting while thawing to ensure that the outer edges of the food 
don't become cooked while the remainder is still frozen.  If you use the microwave thawing 



method, you’ll need to cook the food immediately after it’s thawed. Once you’ve cooked the 
food, you can safely refreeze it if you like. 
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Expiration Date 

Products that use this 
date: infant formula, baby 
food, vitamins, OTC drugs, 
yeast, baking powder, cake 
mixes, pectin

What does this date 
mean? After this date, a 
product’s usefulness and 
quality may be reduced. 
Infant formula, baby food, 
and OTC drugs should 
never be consumed after 
the expiration date because 
they may not function in 
the body as they are 
supposed to. 

All the rest are QUALITY dates

It is SAFE to eat food past the date on the package.  

THE DATING GAME

 

 

So far, we’ve been talking a lot about ways to keep food safe while storing and preparing it and I 
want to take a step back and try to answer the question: how do we know a food is safe to 
begin with? At the point we’re bringing it into our home or taking off the shelf to cook and/or 
consume? 
 
One of the tools we use to judge the safety of a food is the date on the package, but what if I 
told you that the vast majority of dates printed on food aren’t connected to safety at all?  
 
In fact, the only items that have actual expiration dates are those listed here and baking powder, 
yeast, cake mixes are listed because they often become inactive after a certain amount of time.  
 
Best by, best before, sell by, best if used before, and the like are not federally regulated and are 
meant to indicate quality not safety.  And if a product isn’t stored properly…if the milk is left out 
of the fridge for too long it’ll be spoiled well before the date on the package.  
 
Luckily there is some legislation to standardize these dates and make them more meaningful to 
the consumer.  
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Approximate Shelf Life of Common Foods 

Fresh Foods

• Fresh meat 2-5 d

• Pre-packaged salads, 
sandwiches 3-5 days

• Milk/Yogurt – 1 wk

• Eggs 3-4 wks

Frozen Foods 

• Frozen dinners 2-5 mon

• Meats 4-8 mon

• Safe to eat indefinitely.

Dry Goods 
• Baking mixes – 8 months
• Dried beans, nuts, seeds – 1 year
• Rice/pasta/cereal - 1 year 
• Canned foods (high acid) – 12-18 

months
• Canned foods (meat & veg) – 2-3 years
• Oils – 2 years 
• Vinegars – up to 3 years for quality 

• safe indefinitely  

 

 

You can use the dates as a way of knowing when to use the food you have so that you don’t 
waste it.  Meal planning will prevent purchase of items that you don’t use readily.  In the event 
you do end up buying something that doesn’t make it into a meal before surpassing it’s 
estimated shelf life remember that its safe to it.  Milk, for instance, has been pasteurized and 
even if it goes bag in the refrigerator it’s not dangerous.   
 
For the most part, you can trust your senses to know when food has gone bad. Milk, yogurt, 
juice, sauces—they can all be subject to the sniff or taste test. 
Even meat that looks a little faded or gray is okay to eat.  Oils that have gone rancid should be 
avoided  The products to be careful with are those they tell pregnant women to avoid—like deli 
meats, unpasteurized dairy products, sprouts, unpasteurized juices —and anything with mold 
 
Those same senses that can tell you whether a food has spoiled won’t always reliably indicate 
when a food has been contaminated and that’s why following the practices of CLEAN, 
SEPARATE, COOK and CHILL to prevent food from becoming unsafe.  
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Food Safety FAQs and Resources 

• Is it safe to refreeze food that has thawed completely?

• Should I rinse my poultry before cooking? 

• These leftovers look and smell fine. Are they safe to eat?

• Does reheating food left out too long make it safe to eat?

• Is it safe to use foods from dented cans? 

 

 

I’d like to summarize what we’ve talked about thus far by talking through some of the common 
questions or misconceptions I’ve had and heard. 
 
1- If you’ve thawed the food in the refrigerator or under cold water, yes it can be refrozen with 
some potential reduction in quality.  But if you thawed it in the microwave you should cook it 
completely right after. 
 
2- No, already addressed that earlier. 
 
3-  I can’t answer that because I don’t know how your stored the leftovers.  But you shouldn’t 
just rely on senses especially if the food was not consistently chilled or wasn’t cooked to the 
proper temperature to begin with.  
 
4- No, if you’ve left food out for more than 2 hours, less if it’s a really hot day or a really hot car, 
you should throw it out. 
 
5- A dent on the side is safe. Stay away from anything that’s dented on a seam.  
 
 
I know I haven’t covered ALL of the basics and you’ll have questions so I encourage you to turn 
to one of these resources (and we can make them available to you after the webinar). 
 



In the meantime, I’m going to turn to Cheryl Kollin now to discuss Community Food Rescue.  
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Montgomery County Maryland’s food recovery network 
provides: 

• Safe food handling training
• Web-based matching tool
• Education and resources
• Capacity building grants
• Recognition program

Together, we can feed more and waste less!

COMMUNITY FOOD RESCUE

 

 

CFR began in 2014 with seed funding from Montgomery County plus private foundation 
funding. We asked our stakeholders what they needed and we designed a collaborated, 
coordinated program with these elements. 
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Video
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Donor-Recipient-Volunteer Match

 

 

Community Food Rescue’s matching tool will auto match food donors, with food assistance 
organizations, and volunteer food runners. Each participant will receive an email confirmation 
after the match is made. 
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How To Be a CFR Food Runner

• CFR Matching Tool Sign-up

• Review guidelines; pass 
quiz

• Get food run alerts 

• Claim a food run

• Transport food safely

• Track the donation

• Rate Your Experience

• Use Chow Match, mobile 
app. www.communityfoodrescue.org

 

 

Sign up to be a CFR food runner at: www.communityfoodrescue.org.  
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Chow Match - Mobile App

Donors: Volunteers: All:

 

 

The Matching tool has a companion free mobile app. After signing up on the web-tool, 
download  the mobile app at Iphone store or Google Play store for Android devices. 
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Foods Unsuitable for Donation 
• Foods previously served

• Unpasteurized milk 

• Foods with visible signs of 
spoilage

• Distressed foods 

 

 

We’ve taken the basics of food safety and applied them to Community Food Rescue.  
 
First there are certain items that are too risky to pick up or we don’t want to pass along to 
another individual, e.g. food that has already spoiled.  
 
No foods canned at home, no severely dented cans. Remember that a slight dent that doesn’t 
interfere with any seams is fine.  
 
The CFR Food Safety Guidelines recommend that food runners don’t pick up food if they’re sick 
and we encourage washing of hands and the use of gloves if handling ready to eat foods.   
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Preventing Cross-Contamination 

When transporting food:

• DO NOT allow ready-to-eat food to 
come in contact with raw:

• Meat
• Seafood
• Poultry 

• Use a clean transport vehicle; food 
should be isolated and not near cleaning 
supplies, other chemicals, dirty clothes, 
trash, etc. 

• Do not place food containers on the 
ground.

19

 

 

In addition, food runners are instructed to package any raw meat products separate from whole 
fruits and vegetables and dry goods.  
 
Further, the food should be transported in a clean vehicle free from potential physical or 
chemical contaminants.   
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CFR Sample Label

• Product name: Meat sauce

• May contain (circle all that apply): 

Milk     Eggs   Soy    Wheat   Peanuts    Tree Nuts                                         

Fish   Shellfish 

• Date prepared: 6/7/2015

• Use within 3 days. 

• Safe Storage Temperature: Keep refrigerated at 41˚F or below.

• Reheat to minimum temperature of 165˚F. 

• Donated by: Zio’s Trattoria, ph. 123-4567 

 

 

I mentioned allergies previously and we want anyone who is receiving rescued food to know if it 
contains any of the most common allergens.  These should be indicated on the label along with 
food safety information including date prepared, donor of the food and contact information in 
the event we would need to trace the food back to its origins. You’ll see that the CFR lable also 
includes safe storage and cook temperatures.   
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Proper Time and Temperature Control

• Certain foods require time/temperature control for safety 
to limit pathogenic microorganism growth or toxin 
formation.

• Prevent TCS foods from becoming unsafe by tracking and 
controlling the time and temperature of the foods:

• All hot foods must be received at 135˚ or higher.

• All cold foods must be received at 41˚ or lower.

• TCS foods must not be out of temp control for more than 4 
hours. 

Take a proper temperature: 
1- Sanitize thermometer. 

2 – Take temp in 3 different places.

 

 

You already know why this information is important.  We want to be sure that all prepared 
foods, raw meat/poultry, and frozen items are received and transported using the same 
time/temperature controls we’ve already covered.  
 
You’ll notice that the low and high temperatures for CFR’s danger zone differ slightly from the 
40 and 140 mentioned earlier and that is specific to Montgomery County’s DHHS codebook.  
Another slight difference is the number of hours you a food can be out of temperature control 
before it’s deemed unsafe. For CFR we use the more recent policy of 4 hours.  Point being you 
want to receive hot food hot and cold food cold (temperatures must be taken by the donor or 
food runner).   
 
Also, transport the food quickly without making stops and prolonging the time food is not at 
proper storage temp.  
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Require Time/Temperature Control

Dairy

Pre-packaged perishables 

Fresh meat & seafood

Prepared foods 
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NO Time/Temperature Control Needed

Grocery (dry goods, non-perishables)

Bulk foods 

Bakery

Produce 
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Donated Foods – Prepared Hot  

• Hot prepared products can ONLY be donated to recipient 
organizations that: 
• are approved by DHHS to chill food properly.
• will serve the food within 4 hours of donation.

• Chilled or frozen foods can be picked up by any CFR 
recipient.

 

 

One specific note on hot prepared foods.  Many of the recipients organizations don’t have the 
refrigeration to properly chill hot foods. These organizations are not able to pick up prepared 
foods while they are still hot.  Hot prepared foods should only be donated to recipients that are 
going to use them right away or have been pre-approved by DHHS to cool food in a safe manner.  
The orgs know who they are.  
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CFR Tracking Form 

If you suspect that the food has been 
mishandled in any way, ask:

• How, where, and when the food was 
prepared?

• How the food was maintained at the 
proper temperature?

• If/how long the food was out of 
temperature control?

Community Food Rescue – Food Donation Tracking Form 
 

Please list all foods received. Time/temp information required for potentially hazardous foods only.  

 

Food Donated By: 

Name of Facility/Event: 

Address: 

Phone #:  

Donated by (print name):  

 

Food Transported By (if other than by donor or recipient):  

Name: 

Phone #: 

 

Donated Food Received By:  

Name of Facility: 

Address: 

Phone #:  

Received by (print name):  

 

I acknowledge that the food listed above meets the time/temperature requirements 

for potentially hazardous food as described in the Community Food Rescue 

guidelines: 

Donor Signature:  _______________________________________________ 

Recipient Signature:  ____________________________________________ 

 

All potentially hazardous food must be received chilled or frozen.  Hot prepared food can only be received 

by an approved recipient organization.  This form to be filed by recipient organization.   

 

Food Item  Temperature at 

Pick-up 

Time at Pick-Up Time of Delivery  

    

    

    

    

 

 

When picking up from a donor, use your senses and if you are suspect of the food at all, ask 
these questions.  Also, the temperature and time of pick up and drop off should be indicated on 
this tracking form so that we have a paper trail should we need it.  
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CFR Food Runner Toolkit 

LINKS TO PRINT OR PURCHASE THESE ITEMS ON WWW.COMMUNITYFOODRESCUE.ORG

 

 

This form, the label, and other helpful equipment are available from the recipient organization 
or you can purchase them yourself, links on the website to good prices.   
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Another useful tool available on our website is this handy guide to much of what we’ve talked 
about today.  There is a great deal of confusion in the public when it comes to food safety and 
it’s causing a lot of food to unnecessarily end up in the landfill.  Joining CFR as a donor, 
recipient, or food runner is one great way to reduce some of this waste but the simple act of 
educating each other will make a huge impact as well.  So please visit the resources we’ve 
mentioned, reach out if you have additional questions, and most importantly take what you’ve 
learned today and share it with someone else.  
 
Thanks!  
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Cheryl Kollin

Community Food Rescue 

Ph: 240-268-2502

Email: cheryl@communityfoodrescue.org

Jenna Umbriac MS, RD 

Manna Food Center 

Ph: 240-268-2535

Email: jenna@mannafood.org

Teresa Johnson 

Family Services, Inc.

Ph:  301-693-7803

Email:  teresa.johnson@fs-inc.org
www.communityfoodrescue.org

THANK YOU FOR ATTENDING TODAY’S WEBINAR

 

 

 

 


